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A new two-step technique was developed to fabricate a composite probe for a Scanning

Tunneling Microscopy (STM). The first step was to form a flat area on the W(100) surface of sev-

eral hundred square nanometers or less in an area at the end of a single crystalline tungsten tip.

The second step consisted of epitaxial growth of a nanoparticle on this flat area by molecular

beam epitaxy. Both atomic resolution imaging on the MoO2/Mo(110) surface covered with Fe

nanoclusters and magnetic contrast on Fe nanoclusters were obtained at T¼ 78 K as an indication

of an excellent performance and stability of the composite STM probe. The developed technique

of composite probes formation is very promising for the fabrication of probes with the required

physical characteristics. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5001057

I. INTRODUCTION

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) was invented

about 30 years ago1,2 and today, it is one of the most power-

ful techniques of surface science. Using this technique,

investigations can be carried out with an atomic or even elec-

tron orbital resolution.3,4 The shape of an STM probe and its

electronic structure determine the scope of information that

can be obtained from experiment and therefore are essential

for the interpretation of the data. Thus, the development of

new methods for fabrication of special probes is one of the

most important problems in the advancement of the STM

technique.

Pt-Ir alloy wires with a diameter of 0.1–0.5 mm are most

commonly used for the preparation of STM probes. The Pt-Ir

STM probe is made by simultaneously cutting the wire and

pulling it off.5 The shape of the tip is inspected after each cut

using a microscope until the tip appears to have obtained a

suitable shape. Such a probe usually has a sharp edge com-

prising a number of micro tips, with the topmost of them

used in STM measurements. However, the drawback of this

tip fabrication technique is in non-reproducible tip, as geom-

etry can change from one experiment to another. The Pt-Ir

STM tips can also be fabricated using electrochemical pol-

ishing in a mixture of electrolytes.6–9 This technique enables

the fabrication of round shaped tips with a radius of curva-

ture of 50–100 nm.

The method of preparation of sharp tips from a thin tung-

sten wire had been well known and widely used even for

many years before an STM was invented. Such tips were used

to study the crystal structure of W at atomic scale in a field

ion microscope.10,11 Binnig and Rohrer utilized the same tech-

nique to prepare fine tungsten tips for their first STM

device.1,2 Thin polycrystalline tungsten wire suitable for STM

tip preparation is both readily available and inexpensive.

Numerous papers describe the technique of tungsten STM

probe preparation using electrochemical polishing in

detail.6,11–15 Tungsten tips with a radius curvature of<30 nm

can be prepared using this technique and are suitable for

obtaining an atomic spatial resolution using STM. The main

disadvantage of this technique is in the formation of a 10 nm

thick contamination layer on the tip surface which consists of

W oxides and carbon.14,16,17 This layer has a relatively low

conductivity, resulting in a significant decrease in the tunnel-

ing current. Preferably, this layer should be removed from the

tip surface in situ in an ultra high vacuum (UHV) chamber by

resistive heating,11,18 heating by electron bombard-

ment,15,17,18,20,21 or by Neþ19 or Arþ ion sputtering.16,21,22

Using a combination of these techniques allows one to pro-

duce tungsten tips which are stable during STM scanning and

routinely demonstrate atomic resolution.21

Besides W and Pt-Ir, STM probes have been success-

fully fabricated from several other materials including single

crystals of molybdenum,23 Ag wire,24–26 Au wire,8,27,28 Pt,

Ir, Pd, and Rh wires.8

At present, it is possible to resolve surface corrugation

down to one hundredth of the atomic diameter and even dis-

tinguish between atomic orbitals. Much of this progress is

largely achieved due to advances in the STM probe

manufacturing.

Another important aspect of STM is the development of

functionalized probes that could provide information on,

e.g., magnetic order on the surface through mechanism of

spin-polarized tunneling. The theoretical background for the

spin-polarized tunneling was given by Slonczewski29 who

pointed out that the tunneling current flowing between two

ferromagnetic films depends on the orientation of their mag-

netization vectors. This effect was observed experimentally

in 1975 in a work by Julliere30 where he measured a change
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in the conductance in a Fe-Ge-Co contact in a magnetic field

at T¼ 4.2 K. The effect was later also exploited in STM

measurements to achieve an atomic resolution with magnetic

contrast.31 A ferromagnetic probe was used to achieve a spin

dependent tunneling between a tip and sample.31–33 A num-

ber of ferromagnetic materials, i.e., Ni,34,35 Co,36 CoCr,37

CrO2,32,33 were used to fabricate magnetic probes.

The preparation of these probes is based on the deposi-

tion of thin ferromagnetic films on the surface of paramag-

netic tips.38 In this case, the direction of the magnetization

vector strongly depends on the film’s magnetic shape anisot-

ropy which, in turn, depends on the deposited film thickness.

Such dependence of the magnetization on thickness was

studied extensively for Fe films deposited on W(110)38–40

and Mo(110)41 surfaces. In the case of a Co film deposited

on the W(001) surface, the film undergoes a phase transition

from a bcc to a hcp lattice at a thickness of 2.7 monolayers

(MLs). The easy magnetization axis is hereby parallel to the

[100] direction of the substrate.42 Spin polarization emission

studies from Co and Fe films deposited on W [100] and W

[111] single crystal tips have been previously published.43–45

Minakov and Shvets31 demonstrated that using antiferro-

magnetic tips, instead of ferromagnetic ones, can suppress the

magnetic coupling between the tip and sample. Thereafter, a

number of antiferromagnetic probes, including Cr, MnNi,35,46

and MnPt, MnAu, MnIr,46 have been employed in order to

achieve spin sensitivity in STM. Antiferromagnetic probes can

also be prepared by the deposition of antiferromagnetic thin

films onto the STM tip apex.47,48 The idea of a spin polarized

tunneling current in combined ferromagnetic-antiferromagnetic

tunnel junction has been previously proposed in Ref. 49.

One of the most promising applications of STM is single

electron devices based on the Coulomb blockade phenom-

ena.50 The theory of single-electron tunneling was first pro-

posed by Averin and Likharev.51,52 Using the Coulomb

blockade, it is possible to control the charge state of a nano-

system with tunnel junctions. In particular, the charge of a

nanosized particle isolated from electrodes by tunnel junc-

tions can be changed discretely by tunneling of single

electrons.

The realization of such a system via STM, in the form of

a “probe-nanoparticle-substrate,” where the nanoparticle is

separated by two tunnel junctions, has been demonstrated at

both low53–55 and room temperatures.56–58 Previously, a

Coulomb blockade has been used to fabricate a charge sensor

by placing a gold nanoparticle at the end of a tungsten STM

tip.59 The sensor, which was sensitive to changes in the elec-

trostatic environment, was used to study the distribution of

local charge density on graphene with a high spatial resolu-

tion. However, to our knowledge, this is the only publication

where nanoparticle placed on the STM tip apex was used as

a sensor. Lack of studies using such probes is due to the

absence of reproducible reliable technology of the sensor

fabrication. STM tip-nanoparticle-substrate surface geometry

is also very promising to study the quantum confinement

effect in superconductive nanoparticles.60,61

Here, we present a new two-step technique based on

molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). As the first step, a small flat

area is formed at the top of a W single crystal rod with [100]

direction along the rod axis. The rod is terminated by a flat

area with (001) orientation. As the second step, we grow a

nanoparticle at the flat area to ensure the required functional

properties of the tip (e.g., to set direction of the probe’s mag-

netic moment or definite charge state of the probe terminat-

ing atom). In this particular paper, we complete the tip

fabrication by growing a Fe3O4 nanoparticle on the flat area

of a metal tip by MBE. Magnetite is chosen as a material of

the nanoparticle because spin dependent tunnel current is

observed in surface studies of Fe3O4 by STM.35,46,62

Therefore, using it, we can create a probe for spin-polarized

STM. The [100] direction of the tip coincides with [100]

direction of the rod of which the tip is formed that can be

crucial for the interpretation of STM data. Since MBE

growth enables excellent control of the film crystal structure,

its thickness and composition, one can attain the required

physical properties at the tip apex such as stoichiometric

composition, crystal structure, and orientation of magnetic

easy axis. Two main problems that can be encountered in

fabricating of composite probes are targeted in the work. The

first one is fabrication of a fine flat area of desired crystallo-

graphic orientation. The second one is the controlled growth

of Fe3O4 nanoparticle on the flat area thus formed.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

It is difficult to create a flat area at the top of the tip

using a polycrystalline tungsten or alloyed rod, e.g., like Pt-

Ir wire used for making conventional STM probes. The rea-

son is that grains in a polycrystalline wire are randomly ori-

ented, making it impossible to determine precisely the

crystallographic orientation of the nanosized tip at the apex.

Therefore, it is not possible to manufacture such probes in a

reproducible way. For this reason, we utilized single crystal

tungsten rods, with a flat area at the apex, for the fabrication

of tips.

Tungsten single crystals were grown 100 mm long in the

[100] direction and 12 mm in diameter using electron-beam

floating zone technique under high vacuum conditions.63

The chemical purity of the crystals was better than 99.95%.

For STM probes preparation, W [100] single crystal bars

with dimensions of 0.5� 0.5� 15 mm3 were cut from crys-

tals using an electrospark wire cutting machine, with all

planes of the bars close to the {100} planes. To remove the

contaminated and damaged layers, the bars underwent elec-

trochemical polishing in 2M aqua solution of NaOH.

The well-known technique of electrochemical polishing

was used to prepare sharp tungsten single crystal

tips.5,6,11,12,14,21 A ring made from stainless steel or a noble

metal was placed in a glass with the 2M aqua solution of

NaOH and used as a cathode. The single crystal W bar was

placed in the center of the ring partly immersed in the solu-

tion and served as anode [Fig. 1(a)].

The process of electrochemical polishing starts with the

application of a DC voltage U in the range of 3.8 to 4.1 V

between the ring and the bar. In order to get a flat surface on

the tip apex, a part of the W bar immersed in the solution

was covered with a protective layer of varnish or TeflonTM,

as shown in Fig. 1(b). In this case, the electrochemical

235301-2 Bozhko et al. J. Appl. Phys. 122, 235301 (2017)



polishing occurs only at the surface of the electrolyte solu-

tion around the meniscus. The length of the immersed part of

the rod was in the range of 1–3.5 mm. During the electropo-

lishing process, the constriction diameter decreases continu-

ously until the immersed part below the constriction pulls off

under its own weight and forms a desired tip shape. Both the

crystal structure orientation and the weight of the immersed

bar are vital parameters to achieving a desired tip shape and

flat diameter.

The growth of Fe3O4 both at the top of the flat apex of

STM tip and at W(100) surface was conducted in an MBE

chamber with a base pressure of 1� 10�10 Torr. The sample

was annealed at 1000 �C for 2 h in order to remove the surface

contamination. Magnetite film 100 ML thick was grown by

MBE on the W(100) surface at a deposition rate of 1 ML/s.

The details of the growth can be found elsewhere.64,65

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Tungsten single crystals (bcc lattice) are brittle and can

undergo cleaving along the {100} planes even at room tem-

perature. The dislocations and point defects in a tungsten sin-

gle crystal grown by electron-beam floating zone technique

are created due to very high temperature gradients (axial and

radial) and a relatively high cooling rate during crystal

growth. The typical value of dislocation density in W single

crystals used in our experiments was around 105 cm�2 (Ref.

63), indicating that the mean distance between the disloca-

tions is about 30 lm. A number of dislocations in a narrow

area of constriction are determined by the diameter of the

constriction and the density of dislocations. If the constric-

tion diameter becomes smaller than the mean distance

between the dislocations, the crystal perfection in this area

will be comparable to that of whiskers.66,67 That is why a

comparatively small constriction area can demonstrate brittle

fracture under both bending and elongation stresses. When

the stress level is large enough, cleaving can proceed in the

constriction area, creating a small flat region coinciding with

the W(100) plane of a single crystal bar [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)].

For comparison, a cleaved W(100) fractured constriction

area in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) is shown beside the area created

on the top of the conventional tungsten polycrystalline wire

[Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)].

The fractured surface in the case of polycrystalline tung-

sten wire is rougher than the same area of W [100] single

crystal bar. For this reason, the latter is much more suitable

as a substrate for MBE growth of a nanoparticle which later

serves as a sharp nanoscale STM tip.

In our experiments, the constricted region of the single

crystal undergoes elongation under stress during the electro-

polishing process under the weight of the section of the sin-

gle crystal bar below the constriction. The weight of this

section can be easily controlled by changing the initial length

of the immersed part.

Figure 3 shows a tungsten single crystal tip with [100]

axis and a flat surface at the apex (indicated by yellow

arrow). The diameter of the flat region is about�130 nm. For

this tip, the length of the bar immersed in the electrolyte was

1.5 mm. The flat area on the tip apex is formed when the

weight of the bottom part exceeds the value of the tensile

stress limit for tungsten, resulting in the crystal in the region

of constriction cleaving along (100) planes. Thus, the diame-

ter of the flat area can be controlled by changing the length

of the immersed part. The smaller the weight of the part of

the rod below the constriction, the less is the diameter of flat

tip apex. The weight of the bottom part of 4.6 mg (tensile

stress limit of 3.5 GPa) resulted in the creation of a flat area

130 nm in diameter (Fig. 3). The inset in Fig. 4(c) shows the

tungsten single crystalline tip with the flat area at the apex of

420 nm in diameter. The Fe3O4 nanoparticle was grown on

the tip apex.

Prior to the nanoparticle creation on the flat tip apex, we

performed experiments on the growth of Fe3O4 film on the

(100) surface of the single crystal tungsten sample disk

12 mm in diameter and 1.5 mm thick. The film was not

homogeneous—the morphology of the film at the periphery

of the sample was different from the one at the central area

of the sample surface. The growth of the film at the periphery

of the sample occurred in accordance with Stranski-

Krastanov scenario. Nanoislands 10–200 nm in size were

formed on a wetting layer [see Fig. 4(a)]. Figure 4(b) demon-

strates the typical SEM image of the film close to the center

of the sample disk. The central area of the sample mainly

was covered by nanowires up to 50 nm in diameter and up to

2 lm in length. The SEM image of Fe3O4 nanoparticle

180 nm thick formed on the tip apex is presented in Fig. 4(c).

FIG. 1. Schematics of W single crystal

tip fabrication: (a)—conventional tech-

nique, (b)—the technique using protec-

tive bar coverage at the immersed part

employed in this study: 1—glass, 2—

stainless steel ring, 3—constriction on

the bar, 4—W single crystal bar, 5—

meniscus, and 6—protective coverage

(varnish or TeflonTM).
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As mentioned earlier, magnetite is one of the most promis-

ing materials for use in a spin-polarized STM probe.35,46,62

Fe3O4 has a crystallographic structure with two Fe sublattices,

A and B, with magnetic moments antiparallel to each other.

The density functional theory calculations68 and spin resolved

photoelectron spectroscopy69 demonstrated that the density of

states (DOS) for the sublattice A differs remarkably from that

for the B sublattice. For example, at the energy of 2 eV below

the Fermi level, the DOS is dominated by the A sublattice elec-

trons. For this reason, the spin polarization of tunneling current

caused by electrons localized in the vicinity of –2 eV should

reflect the magnetic ordering of the sublattice A, while the elec-

trons localized in the vicinity of 1.3 eV above the Fermi level

should link the tunneling current to the sublattice B.

Imaging capabilities of the tip were demonstrated by con-

ducting the STM measurements in UHV (p¼ 2� 10�11 Torr)

at 78 K using a commercial STM from Createc. The voltage

Ubias corresponds to the sample bias with respect to the tip.

No drift corrections have been applied to any of the STM

images presented in this paper. An ultrathin film of Fe was

deposited onto the MoO2/Mo(110) surface. The MoO2/

Mo(110) surface preparation procedure was previously

described in Refs. 70 and 71. The STM image obtained using

the composite probe is shown in Fig. 5(a).

Both STM images in Figs. 5(a) and 5(c) of the MoO2/

Mo(110) surface reveal nanorows.70 The nanorows are

2.3 nm wide and run along the ½1�1�3� direction [indicated by

red arrows in Figs. 5(a) and 5(c)] of the Mo(110) surface.
FIG. 3. SEM image of the fracture surface at the tungsten single crystal tip

apex.

FIG. 2. SEM images of W surfaces in the constricted area: (a) fractured surface of tungsten single crystal bar, (b) the same surface with a higher magnifica-

tion—the flat area is about 14� 34 lm2; (c) similar fracture surface for W polycrystalline wire, and (d) the same surface with a higher magnification—the flat

area is about 26� 36 lm2.

235301-4 Bozhko et al. J. Appl. Phys. 122, 235301 (2017)



The deposition of Fe on the MoO2/Mo(110) surface leads to

the formation of small nanoclusters, about 12 Å in diameter

and 5–6 Å in height [see Figs. 5(b) and 5(d)]. The resolution

of individual atoms [indicated by green arrows in Figs. 5(a)

and 5(c)] and nanorows in the STM image obtained by a

composite probe demonstrates its excellent imaging capabili-

ties. The ultimate resolution achieved with the composite

probe is comparable to the resolution in Fig. 5(c) obtained

with a common W [100] tip.21

Cleaning of the probe by bias voltage pulsing or switch-

ing of the tip during scanning resulted in the change of image

contrast of some Fe nanoclusters. Figure 6 represents STM

images of the same area before and after switching of the

probe.

The images of the same Fe clusters indicated by arrows

are different in Fig. 6(b) from those in Fig. 6(a). Note that

the image in Fig. 6(a) was obtained using a probe after it

was transferred from a MBE set-up to a low-temperature

STM under ambient conditions. Thus, the probe apex was

covered by an adsorbed layer and the probe was not suitable

for detecting the spin tunneling through Fe nanoclusters.

Bias pulsing or switching of the probe resulted in a cleaning

of the tip, revealing the magnetite particle at the end of the

probe and making the probe preferentially sensitive to one

FIG. 4. SEM images of Fe3O4 film 100 ML in thick at the periphery (a) and at the center (b) of the W(100) sample. (c) SEM image of W [100] STM tip with a

Fe3O4 nanoparticle at the tip apex, image of STM tip before Fe3O4 nanoparticle deposition is shown in the insert.

FIG. 5. (a) STM image 26� 26 nm2 with 0.2 ML Fe on the surface of MoO2/Mo(110), obtained using a composite probe. Ubias¼ –1.8 V, Itun¼ 400 pA. (b)

The profile for the flat area taken along the blue line. (c) STM image 26� 26 nm2 with 0.2 ML Fe on the surface of MoO2/Mo(110), taken using an atomically

sharp W [100] tip (Ubias¼ –50 mV, Itun¼3.326 nA). (d) The profile for the flat area taken along the blue line. Red arrows indicate nanorows at MoO2/Mo(110)

surface. The nanorows are aligned along the ½1�1�3� direction of Mo single crystal. Green arrows indicate the individual Fe atoms.
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spin direction [Fig. 6(b)]. Usually, the probe change results

in the change of the entire image. In the case of array of

clusters, this would change the appearance of all the clus-

ters. In this case, a subset of clusters change, while others

remain the same. The subset is not defined by the cluster

size; in contrast, there are smaller and larger clusters in

each subset. These results confirm that there is a preferen-

tial direction of magnetic polarization of nanoclusters and

these are imaged by the composite STM probe. However,

the negative contrast of nanoclusters indicated by red

arrows and the suppressed contrast of nanoclusters indi-

cated by green arrows prove that polarization of some nano-

clusters does not coincide with the preferential direction.

Note that MoO2/Mo(110) surface contains a number of

nonequivalent sites and, consequently, molecular field

responsible for polarization of the nanocluster can be varied

for different nanoclusters. In contrast to earlier studies,71

where Fe nanoclusters on the MoO2/Mo(110) surface

showed superparamagnetic behavior as was measured by

X-Ray magnetic circular dichroism at 150 K, our experi-

ments reveal the fixed magnetic polarization of the nano-

clusters at 78 K.

IV. CONCLUSION

A method for the fabrication of composite STM probes

from single crystalline tungsten is presented. The probe axis

was along the W [100] direction. The formation of a small

flat area perpendicular to the [100] axis at the tip apex was

the main peculiarity resulting from the single crystalline

nature of the W bar deployed for making the tip. In contrast

to conventional tip fabrication techniques, the bottom part of

the tungsten single crystal bar, which is immersed in the

electrolyte during the electropolishing, was covered by a pro-

tective layer of varnish or TeflonTM. A flat area at the tip

apex was achieved by cleaving of the crystal bar along the

W(100) plane when the weight of the rod immersed into the

electrolyte exceeds the tensile stress limit.

A Fe3O4 nanoparticle with the size of 180 nm was grown

on the flat top of the probe to form the tip apex. The compos-

ite probe demonstrated an excellent stability and atomic res-

olution in STM experiments performed on the MoO2/

Mo(110) surface covered by Fe nanoclusters. Scanning of

the surface using a composite STM probe reveals the mag-

netic contrast.
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